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Yunmai Prime massager YMFG-B453
Do you need relaxation  after  a  long day at  the  desk?  Or  maybe you want  to  recuperate  after  a  hard  workout?  Try  the  Yunmai  Prime
YMFG-B453 massager. With 4 available modes, you can easily adjust the intensity of the massage to your body's needs, and the durable
battery allows you to use the device for up to 84 days on a single charge. Another advantage of the YMFG-B453 is its quiet operation
(45dB) and high RPM power. Provide the relaxation of your dreams after a long day. 
 
5 speeds to choose from
Despite its small size, the massager stands out for its impressive pressure, reaching deep muscle groups. The device also allows you to
choose from 5 speeds, ranging from 1800 - 3200 rpm. Customize its action to your personal preferences!
 
Various modes of operation
The device offers modes to choose from. Intelligent Massage Mode provides a gentle pulsating massage, perfect for relaxing at home.
Professional  Fitness Mode,  on the other  hand,  is  perfect  for  muscle recovery after  an intense workout.  Customize its  operation to suit
your needs! 
 
Efficient operation 
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The massager is equipped with a 24V brushless motor with a high power of 3200 rpm. The use of such solutions makes the device reach
the deep muscles, deepening the feeling of relaxation. The device also works surprisingly quietly - its volume level is only about 45 dB.
 
Long working time 
Say goodbye to tangled cables. The Yunmai Prime cordless massager will give you the freedom of movement you've been dreaming of.
The device is equipped with a durable 2900 mAh battery. Assuming you use it every day for about 10 minutes, it will last you up to 84
days on a single charge! What's more, the device will automatically turn off after 10 minutes of use. This way you don't have to worry
that it will discharge too quickly or that prolonged massage will cause muscle injury. The massager has a special base included, which
allows for safe charging and stable storage of the equipment. 
 
Thoughtful design 
The  massager  was  created  from  durable  material,  making  it  very  durable,  yet  lightweight.  It  fits  perfectly  in  your  hand  and  is  small
enough to accompany you almost anywhere. Its transportation and storage is facilitated by the included station.
 
4 heads included
Customize the massager to suit your needs. The set includes 3 interchangeable heads that are pleasant to the touch, reduce pressure
and provide comfort. The round head allows you to effectively massage your back, shoulders, calves and other large muscle groups. The
U-shaped head is perfect for massaging the neck and both sides of the spine. The flat head will work well for sensitive muscles with low
pain tolerance. The spherical head, on the other hand, stimulates deep tissues such as; joints, palms and even soles. Create a spa salon
at your own convenience!
 
Included
Massager
Round head
U-shaped head
Flat head 
Spherical head 
Charging station
Brand name 
Yunmai 
Name
Yunmai Prime massager 
Model 
YMFG-B453
Weight
840g
Battery Capacity
2900 mAh
Charging time 
approximately 4h
Dimensions 
179 x 60 x 236mm
Speed modes
1800 rpm / 2400 rpm / 3200 rpm
Speed levels 
5
Usage time 
84 days 
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Volume level 
45 dB

Preço:

€ 116.00

Saúde e beleza, Massage Guns
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